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Discussion Outline 

1. Comments on the 2015 budget
– Longer-term budget comments

2. Questions 
– What does Peak consider to be “coordination” of 

seasonal studies?
– When will the first tranche of metrics measurements 

be available?
– What is Peak’s “back-up” plan on synchrophasors if 

the DOE grant is not forthcoming?
– What is the status of the joint WECC-Peak Task Force 

on data sharing?

3. Kudos
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(1)  Comments on the 2015 Budget
• Key principle to apply to all budget decisions:

– Reliability benefits of investments outweigh the costs
– At all times, expect Peak to strive to improve efficiency and 

effectiveness of its operations
– Effectiveness is measured against Peak’s mission to improve 

reliability

• WIRAB supports the direction of the proposed budget and 
will formally convey its “advice” after May 2
– First priority is to implement RC Task Force staffing 

recommendations
– Meeting labor float assumptions should never trump  good 

staffing decisions

• REMINDER:  Consumers, not Registered Entities, ultimately 
pay Peak
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Longer-term budget comments
• Need comparison of costs (and activities) of Peak RC with 

other RCs
– WIRAB recognizes the challenge given that some RCs are 

connected to organized markets
– Need to identify and document differences in practices: 

• MISO forensic analyses after each shift of differences between model 
results and actual grid operation; differences in models used 

• Differences in lines and RAS being actively monitored

– This is a good opportunity to identify best RC practices

• For all proposals for new analytic tools, require a plan 
and schedule for evaluation and implementation

• REMINDER:  Peak has a secure, long-term funding source 
under Section 215 4



(2) Questions for Peak
• Seasonal studies

– What does Peak believe “coordination” means regarding seasonal 
studies?

– What is different in seasonal study coordination today compared with the 
practice on September 8, 2011?

– How are WECC and Peak coordinating this important outage follow-up 
work? Does Peak have plans for a WECC-type “outage dashboard” to 
track its progress?

• Performance metrics
– When will the first populated metrics be released?
– RC Task Force Update contains info. that could help populate metrics

• Synchrophasors
– If Peak doesn’t receive DOE grant, what is the “back-up” plan to make 

best use of PMU data (e.g., oscillation detection, island detection, wide-
area phase angle monitoring)?

• Data Sharing
– What is the status of the joint Peak-WECC Task Force on data sharing?
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(3) Kudos to Peak
• Peak has made significant progress in response to the 

recommendations from the RC Task Force Report, 
including the following improvements already completed 
or in process:
• Hiring additional 6 system operators in 2014; will hire remaining 

6 in 2015
• SE improvements – e.g., measurements have increased from 

61,000 to over 120,000
• Advanced Applications Dashboard tool for identifying 

corrections to portions of the SE solution that need correcting
• RTCA improvements – e.g., increase from 4,328 contingencies 

modeled in 2009 to over 8,000 contingencies modeled today
• RAS situational awareness enhancements
• Pilot Program for studying key facility outages in advance of the 

next-day study
• ECC implementation by 2015 6



(3) Kudos to Peak (con’t)
• Peak and the CAISO have developed consistent 

Network Models
• Very important to have consistency before the CAISO 

EIM starts operations in October
• WIRAB recommends that Peak require all BAs and TOPs 

to certify that Peak’s Network model is accurate for 
their areas

• Stakeholder outreach and education has been 
excellent
• RC Forum & RC 101 Webinar
• 2015 Budget Outreach – webinar with WIRAB & in-

person meeting with MAC
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Comments? Questions? 

Jennifer Gardner, WIRAB staff

jgardner@westgov.org
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